RILEY STARS AT GOAL AS VARSITY SIX WINS 3 TO 1

Peterson, Hall, and Cullinan Make Great Team in First Game

(Continued from page 1) the team. Shwaler, Ekater, and Ender were all playing. He will not a showy part. He was a quiet one who

Tennessee at the end of the

Stafford weas initiated as a charter member of the Tennessee chapter.

informal talk on the movement to

reverted to the positions they had occupied in the first half. The second half was played in a similar fashion as the first.

In all, nearly seventy large number of men are scheduled to participate in the meetings which are to be held in the next few weeks.

Coach Ricks plans on a similar meeting to be held in the near future.

19. This is the first meet of this season, which was held this past week. The meet was held in the Hemenway Gymnasium.

WRESTLERS START M.I.T. TOURNAMENT

The Engineers Christmas card has the Beaver and the M.I.T. Seal on it. The card is available at the Co-op and the Book Store.

Eight All-Technology Champs Will Start 3-Day Series

As announced in the THE TECH this week, the All-Technology Champs will start their three-day series next Sunday. This is the first meet of the season for the Engineers, who are expected to do well in the meet.

The meet will be held in the Hemenway Gymnasium, and will be open to the public.

20. The final meet of the season will be held in the Hemenway Gymnasium.

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH "THE COOP"

is the Christmas gift shop for Technology men. If you list a few of the many we carry:

Christmas cards with seal of M. I. T. at 50c.

Greetings from M. I. T. with illumination night picture of the main building 15c each.

The Engineers Christmas card has the Beaver and the M. I. T. seal, these are 15c each.

Boxed Stationary stamped with M. I. T. seal in red or gold at 75c or $1.25-2.00 and $2.25.

Our jewelry department offers an interesting assortment of gift suggestions:

PENDANTS AND CHARMS

Bangles, Wristlets, and Metal Jewelry

Compacts

Earring Charms

Christmas Tree Charms

Cigarette Cases

For room decorations:

Bedding, Christmas and Big sale at 6.00-8.00-10.00-15c.

Book Ends $1.55-5.00-10.00

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH

1930 MERMEN WIN INTERCLASS MEET

Freshmen Lose by Failing to Take Relay Race Which Decided Meet

(Continued from page 1) the first place. Each swimmer swam the first leg of the race.

This is the first meet of the season for the Mermen, who are expected to do well in the meet.

The meet was held in the Hemenway Gymnasium.

The final meet of the season will be held in the Hemenway Gymnasium.

Your Easy Chair is your Grandstand

Winter sports make good reading these days on the sports pages of the New York Herald Tribune.

"Why the Herald Tribune?" you ask.

Because Granland Rice, W. O. McGeehan, W. B. Hanna, Harry Core, Rudihein J.P. Abrams, and Richards Vidmer, Fred Hawthorne and Kerr Perie are a few of the New York Herald Tribune's sports writers.

Because these men and their associates write straight from the shoulder—they give you the facts.

That's why we say, "New York Herald Tribune for sports news!! It's on sale in your community and we'd like to have you try it next Sunday.